
THE CULTIVATION CHRONICLES 
 

DAY ONE: 17th July 2020 

 

After receiving a few financial donations and being donated a good supply of equipment, 

The Signpost Gardening Team was ready to roll.  The original day for the toil to commence 

had been cancelled due to grey, leaking skies but only a 24-hour postponement was had 

and at 10pm prompt on the following morn we had 5 adults and 2 young persons ready 

and willing to get the gardening gears grinding. 

 

Groups of two were set up (social distancing you see) and all were given designated areas 

to work on.  I teamed up with a fine chap called Alex (a regular on the wildlife walks) and 

we set about removing dead limbs from an old Hawthorn and building a habitat pile of 

twigs and branches. 

 

A couple I know from Non-League football escapades (Gareth and Sandra) volunteered to 

help out and set about clearing around the base of a large Sycamore with the soil turned, 

stones removed and odd plant moved elsewhere. 

 

One Young Carer (Emily) was put in cahoots with another adult volunteer (Fiona) who was 

keen to get her hands mucky and help our long term task.  They worked on a border near 

the car park fence and removed all manner of material whilst turning the soil and prepar-

ing it for planting.  I made several inspections, by heck they were doing a good job and 

even trimmed a nearby bush that was getting to be a little untidy. 

 

The final dabbling duo featured adult carer Bill and one of our long-term Young Carers Ja-

cob who really got the short end of the stick when requested to tackle the frontal area of 

the building where many shrubs were growing and the soil was a trifle compact to say the 

least.  Progress was slow due to a pesky root system but by crikey they never let up and 

made sure the job was done properly and the soil was given a good shake-up. 

 

As we all pootled and nattered away the rain stayed away and the Young Carer’s gaffer 



(Katy) did her fine bit with constant supplies of tea and many conversational snippets.   Mr 

Andrew North from the adult team wandered hither and tither like a social maniac and in-

dulged in much mandible wagging whilst occasionally showing willing and doing a bit of 

work (the shock of it all).  He seemed to fall in love with a pair of loppers and went on a 

branch removing spree without any real plan – no harm was done though and a good con-

tribution to the growing compost heap was had.   

Time duly ticked on during this first productive meet-up and after 2 and half hours of la-

bour time was called and Katy appeared with tea and cake for all – and how deserved it 

was. 

 

The chance to unwind was grand indeed and the feedback was of a good successful session 

had with all more focused and understanding of what needs to be done. 

 

The tools were eventually packed away, farewells had, the joy of seeing people active, 

striking up new friendships and working together to help out our worthy charity was a joy 

to behold – here’s to a long term adventure with great strides made to keep many carers 

active, the grounds an aesthetically pleasing area whilst being a small oasis for the natural 

world.  It is all about caring, and caring in many ways! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEXT MEET-UP DATE PLANNED: 

29th July 2020 

 


